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Abstract
We give a careful definition of the open string propagator in Schnabl gauge and present
its worldsheet interpretation. The propagator requires two Schwinger parameters and contains
the BRST operator. It builds surfaces by gluing strips of variable width to the left and to the
right of off-shell states with contracted or expanded local frames. We evaluate explicitly the
four-point amplitude of off-shell tachyons. The computation involves a subtle boundary term,
crucial to enforce the correct exchange symmetries. Interestingly, the familiar on-shell physics
emerges even though string diagrams produce Riemann surfaces more than once. Off-shell, the
amplitudes do not factorize over intermediate on-shell states.
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1 Introduction
Off-shell amplitudes have been the subject of much interest throughout the history of string the-
ory. It was suspected from the beginning that the celebrated Veneziano four-point amplitude [1]
for the on-shell scattering of open string tachyons would have a sensible off-shell extension. Even
three-point vertices would have off-shell extensions. It was clear that a consistent set of off-shell
amplitudes would emerge from a field theory of strings.
Although the amplitudes of light-cone string field theory [2] make sense off-shell, their
properties are unusual. With the development of a Lorentz covariant open string field theory [3],
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the study of off-shell amplitudes began in earnest. These studies had useful applications. In
fact, the expected properties of off-shell closed string amplitudes gave contraints [4, 5] that
helped in the construction of closed string field theory [6]. Off-shell amplitudes were studied
mostly using the Siegel gauge. It was learned that:
1. The amplitudes have permutation symmetry among scattering states.
2. The amplitudes are integrals over sections of fiber bundles with base the moduli spaces
of Riemann surfaces and fibers spanning the possible choices of local coordinates at the
punctures where the scattering states are inserted. Ignoring coordinates at the punctures,
each Riemann surface contributes only once to the amplitude.
3. The amplitudes satisfy factorization: near poles, all of which must arise from the propa-
gator, the amplitude is a product of the relevant off-shell vertices.
The first property arises because the vertices in the string field theory action are symmetric
and so is the propagator.1 The second property implies that the string diagrams for a given
amplitude give a construction of the appropriate moduli space of Riemann surfaces: they
produce all surfaces of fixed genus and fixed number of punctures, each surfaced produced only
once. The third property arises because string diagrams at factorization develop infinitely long
strips (or tubes, in closed string theory) that if cut, result in two allowed subdiagrams2 which
provide the two off-shell factors.
Siegel gauge provides amplitudes that obey the above properties, but not all gauges do.
Off-shell light-cone amplitudes do not satisfy property 1 because the string diagrams break the
symmetry among states by assigning to them values of the light-cone momentum p+ all of which
cannot be the same. They do not satisfy property 3 either, because the Schwinger parameters
associated with propagators are sometimes not independent.
In this paper we begin a detailed study of off-shell amplitudes in Schnabl gauge, the gauge
in which it was possible to obtain an analytic form for the tachyon vacuum string field [7].
The string field that represents a finite marginal deformation by a regular marginal operator
is another solution in Schnabl gauge [8, 9]. Other analytic solutions [10, 11, 12, 13] use the
wedge states [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] that are natural in Schnabl gauge, but do not actually satisfy
the gauge condition. Recent related work appears in [19]–[28].
1In open string field theory the vertices are only cyclically symmetric, full symmetry arises by summing over
inequivalent orderings. In closed string field theory the vertices are, by construction, fully symmetric.
2There are also factorizations in which cutting a line does not split the diagram into two separate pieces.
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The simplest amplitude to consider is the Veneziano amplitude. Its off-shell version in
Schnabl gauge is the central topic in this paper. In Siegel gauge the Veneziano amplitude
was first discussed by Giddings [29], who found the conformal map from the string diagram
to the upper-half plane and then showed that the amplitude would reproduce the familiar on-
shell result. The closed-form expression for the amplitude is fairly complicated as it requires
constraints that involve elliptic functions and their inverses. Further analysis and applications
were discussed in [30, 31].
The off-shell Veneziano amplitude in Schnabl gauge was first examined in the useful paper
by Fuji, Nakayama, and Suzuki [32], who used an algebraic approach. We use the more ge-
ometrical conformal field theory interpretation of the amplitude and emphasize at each step
the integrations over the moduli of the relevant Riemann surfaces. As it turns out, we have
found that a subtle boundary term is missing3 in the computation of [32]. This term is needed
because the naive computation gives a result that violates the manifest exchange symmetry
between incoming and outgoing states of the string amplitude.
As first stated in [7], and as we review in §2, a propagator P that formally inverts the BRST
operator in the gauge BΨ = 0 is
P ≡ B
L
Q
B⋆
L⋆
. (1.1)
Here ⋆ denotes BPZ conjugation, Q is the BRST operator, and B and L denote, respectively,
the antighost and the Virasoro zero modes in the sliver frame.4 In Siegel gauge each propagator
b0/L0 uses one Schwinger parameter, exactly the number needed to produce the moduli space of
surfaces with punctures on the boundary. In Schnabl gauge the propagator uses two Schwinger
parameters, one to represent 1/L and another to represent 1/L⋆. With two parameters for
each internal line we overcount moduli space and each surface is produced an infinite number
of times. We exhibit this phenomenon explicitly for the off-shell Veneziano amplitude. It is the
presence of Q that makes this overcounting compatible with the familiar on-shell result.
In computations one may use {Q,B⋆} = L⋆ and naively assume that this L⋆ cancels with
the 1/L⋆ in P to give
P ?= B
L
− B
L
B⋆
L⋆
Q . (1.2)
This is the propagator used in [32] to compute the Veneziano amplitude5. By looking at
the factorization properties of the s-channel contribution to the off-shell four-point amplitude
following from (1.2) we find that the exchange symmetry under (p1, p2) ↔ (p3, p4) is violated.
We then demonstrate that the requisite symmetry is restored if we include on the right-hand
3There are some further small disagreements in our computations.
4Our conventions are the same as in [14, 23, 9] and are reviewed in appendix A.
5The presentation of B. Zwiebach in Strings 2007 (Madrid) also used this propagator.
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side of (1.2) an extra boundary term that arises when 1/L⋆ is represented by a Schwinger
parameter with a cutoff Λ⋆:
− lim
Λ⋆→∞
1
2
B
L
e−Λ
⋆L⋆ . (1.3)
We explain how this term arises from a regulated version of (1.1) where the Schwinger repre-
sentation of the propagator uses two independent cutoffs Λ and Λ⋆ and a symmetric limit is
used to take them to infinity. We check that this concrete definition for the propagator provides
an inverse for the BRST operator. Further analysis shows that the boundary term that arises
from (1.3) is actually antisymmetric under the exchange. Hence a symmetrized version of the
propagator (where Q is moved both to the left and to the right) requires no boundary terms.
We conclude that, after proper care of all subtleties, property 1 holds.
Property 2 does not hold. In Schnabl gauge off-shell amplitudes include finite integrals
over parameters that do not change the moduli; the string diagrams produce Riemann surfaces
more than once. This is illustrated in the Veneziano amplitude, where we find a coordinate for
the redundant direction of integration that simplifies the amplitude considerably. The possible
existence of a set of consistent off-shell amplitudes that are not built by integration over moduli
space is probably the most novel and nontrivial feature of the Schnabl gauge.
We were somewhat surprised that property 3 does not hold – the off-shell Veneziano ampli-
tude does not exhibit factorization. This is checked, at lowest level, by looking at the pole that
arises when the intermediate line is an on-shell tachyon. We find that the residue is not the
product of two Witten vertices with two lines off-shell and one line on-shell. It is, instead, the
symmetrized product of two different vertices. Of course, the string diagrams do not suggest
off-shell factorization since there is no long strip separating identical looking vertices.
This paper begins in §2 with an explanation for (1.1). We then discuss the CFT interpre-
tation of B/L acting on star products of off-shell states. Our result here is a generalization
of the on-shell result in [9]. We find a related CFT interpretation for the action of B⋆/L∗.
These formulas are the analogs of the simple strip-plus-antighost representation of the Siegel
gauge propagator b0/L0. In §3 we compute the two diagrams that correspond (1.2). We rewrite
the amplitudes in terms of moduli in order to simplify the results. As would be expected, the
formulas are much simpler to write and evaluate than the corresponding ones in Siegel gauge.
By examination of the factorization on on-shell tachyons, we note that the amplitude computed
so far fails to have the expected symmetry under the exchange (p1, p2) ↔ (p3, p4). In §4 we
identity the culprit in a subtle boundary term that happens not to vanish. We explain how the
boundary term arises from a suitably regulated propagator and demonstrate that its addition
restores the exchange symmetry. We revisit the formal arguments of §2.1 and show that with
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this prescription the propagator provides an inverse for the BRST operator. The final formulae
for the off-shell Veneziano amplitude are given in (4.51) and (4.54). In §5 we discuss our results
and some interesting open questions. A collection of useful formulas have been relegated to
three appendices.
2 The propagator, B/L, and B⋆/L⋆
2.1 Deriving the propagator
An open string field Ψ is in Schnabl gauge if it satisfies
BΨ = 0 . (2.1)
Here B denotes the antighost zero mode in the conformal frame of the sliver and is a linear
combination of b2n oscillators, n ≥ 0. The operator B is not BPZ even, B⋆ 6= B. Clearly, the
operator B squares to zero, B2 = 0. The full state space H breaks into two complementary
vector subspaces S and S ′, where S is the subspace of states that satisfy the gauge condition
(2.1). To show this consider an operator C such that C2 = 0 and {B,C} = 1. The form of C
is not relevant, but one could take C = c0, for example. While c
⋆
0 = −c0, in general C⋆ 6= −C.
From BPZ conjugation rules it follows that {B⋆, C⋆} = −1 . Then introduce the orthogonal
projectors
P = BC , P ′ = CB . (2.2)
Indeed, one readily verifies that P 2 = P, P ′2 = P ′, PP ′ = P ′P = 0, and P + P ′ = 1. We have
P : H → S because BP = 0. We also note that
P ⋆ = −C⋆B⋆ . (2.3)
In Siegel gauge (b0Ψ = 0) one has P = b0c0, P
′ = c0b0, and P ⋆ = −c⋆0b⋆0 = c0b0 = P ′. In
Schnabl gauge, P ⋆ 6= P ′.
To find the propagator one considers the kinetic operator K obtained by restricting the
kinetic term to string fields in the gauge slice, i.e. string fields of the form PΨ:
1
2
〈PΨ, QPΨ〉 = 1
2
〈Ψ, P ⋆QPΨ〉 ≡ 1
2
〈Ψ,KΨ〉 , K = P ⋆QP . (2.4)
In Siegel gauge K = c0b0Qb0c0 = c0L0b0c0 = c0L0. Assuming L0 has an inverse 1/L0 one can
almost invert K, except for the fact that c0 is not invertible. One introduces a propagator P
such that PK equals the projector to the gauge slice. This is easily done
P = b0
L0
gives PK = b0
L0
c0L0 = b0c0 = P . (2.5)
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This is reasonable: when solving KΨ = J , the action of P on both sides gives PΨ = PJ and
both left- and right-hand sides are clearly in the gauge.
In Schnabl gauge the kinetic term is
K = P ⋆QP = −C⋆B⋆QBC . (2.6)
As opposed to the situation in Siegel gauge, this K cannot be simplified. The propagator P
must give PK = P , namely
−P C⋆B⋆QBC = BC . (2.7)
We note that P cannot be equal to B/L. We must have P = B . . .B⋆, the left-most B is there
to leave us in the gauge (BP = 0) and the right-most B⋆ to cancel the C⋆ in K. As first noticed
in [7], the propagator takes the form
P ≡ B
L
Q
B⋆
L⋆
. (2.8)
Indeed, as desired
PK = −B
L
Q
B⋆
L⋆
C⋆B⋆QBC =
B
L
Q
L⋆
B⋆QBC =
B
L
QBC = BC . (2.9)
One can similarly check that KP = P ⋆. It is very important to note that the propagator P is
BPZ even:
〈R12|P(1) = 〈R12|B
(1)
L(1)
Q(1)
B(1)
⋆
L(1)
⋆ = 〈R12|Q(1)
B(1)
⋆
L(1)
⋆
B(2)
⋆
L(2)
⋆
= 〈R12| (−Q(2)) B
(1)⋆
L(1)
⋆
B(2)
⋆
L(2)
⋆
= 〈R12|B
(2)
L(2)
Q(2)
B(2)
⋆
L(2)
⋆ = 〈R12|P(2) .
(2.10)
We simply write P⋆ = P.
The manipulations leading to the derivation of P have been somewhat formal – we cancel
L’s against 1/L’s with impunity. As we will see later, there are subtleties that invalidate such
cancellations unless a suitably regulated definition of the propagator is used.
2.2 CFT representation of B/L
Since B/L and B⋆/L∗ enter in the propagator (2.8), we must understand how these operators
act on states and their star products. The CFT representation of this action will be used
to obtain the string diagrams associated with this gauge. In this subsection we find the CFT
representation of the operator B/L. In the following subsection with study the action of B⋆/L⋆.
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Let us begin by considering the action of 1/L. For arbitrary Fock space states A1 and A2
we have
1
L
(A1 ∗ A2) =
∫ ∞
0
dT e−TL(A1 ∗ A2) =
∫ ∞
0
dT e−TLA1 ∗ e−T (L−L
+
L
)A2 ,
=
∫ ∞
0
dT e−TLA1 ∗ e(1−e−T )L
+
Le−TLA2 ,
=
∫ 1
0
dt
t
tLA1 ∗Wt−1 ∗ tLA2 .
(2.11)
Here we have used (A.7), (A.10), and e−αL
+
LA = Wα ∗ A, which holds for arbitrary A. For
multiple string fields this generalizes to
1
L
(A1 ∗ A2 ∗ . . . Ak) =
∫ 1
0
dt
t
tLA1 ∗ (Wt−1 ∗ tLA2) ∗ . . . ∗ (Wt−1 ∗ tLAk) . (2.12)
There is a wedge Wt−1 between every consecutive pair of states tLAi and tLAi+1. Given that
0 ≤ t ≤ 1, this wedge state removes a piece of surface.
It will be convenient to introduce the state [A]t associated to the state A and defined by
[A]t ≡W 1
2
(t−1) ∗ tLA ∗W 1
2
(t−1) . (2.13)
The state [A]t has an interesting geometrical picture, shown in Figure 1. The state t
LA can
be visualized as the unit wedge −1
2
≤ Re(z) ≤ 1
2
, Im(z) ≥ 0, with the operator tLA(ξ = 0)
mapped to z = 0 by means of
z = f(ξ) =
2
π
tan−1 ξ . (2.14)
The state [A]t is obtained by gluing a wedge of width
1
2
(t − 1) to the unit-width tLA wedge,
followed by the gluing of another wedge of width 1
2
(t − 1). All together we have a wedge of
width 2 · 1
2
(t − 1) + 1 = t. In the CFT language the test state is inserted on the canonical
unit wedge and the wedge [A]t is built starting at z =
1
2
. The local insertion then occurs at
1
2
+ 1
2
(t− 1) + 1
2
= 1
2
(1 + t), so we have
〈φ , [A]t〉 =
〈
f ◦ φ(0) f 1
2
(1+t) ◦ tLA(0)
〉
Wt
, (2.15)
where
fr(ξ) = r + f(ξ) = Tr ◦ f(ξ) , with Tr(z) = z + r . (2.16)
Indeed, as constructed, the state tLA lands at z = 1
2
(1 + t) (see Figure 1). The effect of tL on
the state A is that of a conformal map, so we can determine what is the full conformal map
applied to the state A. As shown in [14]
tL φ(ξ) t−L = (f−1 ◦ t ◦ f) ◦ φ(ξ) , (2.17)
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Figure 1: The geometrical picture for the state [A]t, a wedge state Wt with A inserted using a
local coordinate that covers the width t strip.
where t denotes the map z → tz. It follows that
f 1
2
(1+t) ◦ tLA(0) = T 1
2
(1+t) ◦ f ◦ f−1 ◦ t ◦ f ◦ A = T 1
2
(1+t) ◦ t ◦ f ◦ A . (2.18)
As we can see, the effect of tL is just to scale the local coordinate by a factor of t. The local
coordinate domain for the A insertion is thus a wedge of width t. Since we began with a wedge
of unit width, the extra wedge state factors to the left and to the right, provide precisely the
missing piece of surface. All in all,
[A]t is a wedge state of width t with A inserted at the
boundary midpoint and the local patch filling the wedge.
(2.19)
It follows from (2.13) that
tLA = W 1
2
(1−t) ∗ [A]t ∗W 1
2
(1−t) . (2.20)
We can use this to rewrite (2.12) as
1
L
(A1 ∗ A2 ∗ . . . Ak) =
∫ 1
0
dt
t
W 1
2
(1−t) ∗ [A1]t ∗ [A2]t ∗ . . . ∗ [Ak]t ∗W 1
2
(1−t) . (2.21)
The geometrical picture is that of a sequence of glued wedges of width t, each with a local
insertion, flanked from the left and from the right with wedges of size 1
2
(1− t).
Now we proceed with the action of B, without assuming that the states are in Schnabl gauge.
We do this on the product of two states, beginning with the result in (2.11). The structure of
9
Figure 2: A wedge state in the integral representation (2.26) of B
L
(A1 ∗A2). Shown is one term
only, the other two terms have no B insertion but rather local insertions of BA1 or BA2. Note
the wedges of width 1
2
(1− t), with t ∈ [0, 1], to the sides of [A1]t ∗ [A2]t.
terms requires the evaluation of
M ≡ (B − B+L )Wt−1 ∗ tLA2 + Wt−1 ∗ (B −B+L )tLA2 . (2.22)
Using (B − B+L )Wα = −αB+LWα, we get
M = −tB+LWt−1 ∗ tLA2 + Wt−1 ∗ tLBA2 . (2.23)
The calculation is then straightforward
B
L
(A1 ∗ A2) =
∫ 1
0
dt
t
[
tLBA1 ∗Wt−1 ∗ tLA2
+ (−1)A1+1tL+1A1 ∗B+LWt−1 ∗ tLA2
+ (−1)A1tLA1 ∗Wt−1 ∗ tLBA2
]
.
(2.24)
Rearranging we get
B
L
(A1 ∗ A2) = (−1)A1+1
∫ 1
0
dt tLA1 ∗B+LWt−1 ∗ tLA2
+
∫ 1
0
dt
t
[
tLBA1 ∗Wt−1 ∗ tLA2 + (−1)A1tLA1 ∗Wt−1 ∗ tLBA2
]
.
(2.25)
In terms of states of type [. . .],
B
L
(A1 ∗ A2) = (−1)A1+1
∫ 1
0
dt W 1
2
(1−t) ∗ [A]t ∗B+L [A2]t ∗W 1
2
(1−t)
+
∫ 1
0
dt
t
W 1
2
(1−t) ∗
[
[BA1]t ∗ [A2]t + (−1)A1 [A1]t ∗ [BA2]t
]
∗W 1
2
(1−t) .
(2.26)
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The first line on the right-hand side of (2.26) is represented in Figure 2. This expression makes
it manifest that the local coordinate patches of A1 and A2 match seamlessly. Moreover, extra
strips of width 1
2
(1 − t) are added to the left and to the right of the [A]t and [A]2 wedges, as
shown in the figure. For one state only we have
B
L
A =
∫ 1
0
dt
t
W 1
2
(1−t) ∗ [BA]t ∗W 1
2
(1−t) . (2.27)
2.3 CFT representation of B⋆/L⋆
We begin with the evaluation of 1/L⋆ acting on a single state:
1
L⋆
A =
∫ ∞
0
dT e−TL
⋆
A =
∫ ∞
0
dT e−T (L
+−L)A . (2.28)
The exponential can be broken up using (A.9):
1
L∗
A =
∫ ∞
0
dT e(1−e
T )L+eTLA =
∫ ∞
1
ds
s
e(1−s)L
+
sLA (2.29)
1
L⋆
A =
∫ ∞
1
ds
s
Ws−1 ∗ sLA ∗Ws−1 . (2.30)
To generalize we recall the second identity in (A.7), and noting that L⋆−L+L = L+R−L, we get
e−TL
⋆
(φ1 ∗ φ2 ∗ · · ·φn) = e−TL⋆φ1 ∗ eT (L−L
+
R
)φ2 ∗ · · · eT (L−L
+
R
)φn . (2.31)
With this and (A.11) we find
1
L⋆
(A1 ∗ A2 ∗ . . . ∗ Ak) =
∫ ∞
0
dT e−TL
⋆
A1 ∗ eT (L−L
+
R
)A2 ∗ . . . ∗ eT (L−L
+
R
)Ak (2.32)
=
∫ ∞
0
dT e(1−e
T )L+eTLA1 ∗ e−(eT−1)L
+
R eTLA2 ∗ . . . ∗ e−(eT−1)L
+
R eTLAk
=
∫ ∞
1
ds
s
e(1−s)L
+
sLA1 ∗ e−(s−1)L
+
R sLA2 ∗ . . . ∗ e−(s−1)L
+
R sLAk .
Therefore we have:
1
L⋆
(A1 ∗A2 ∗ . . . ∗Ak) =
∫ ∞
1
ds
s
Ws−1 ∗ sLA1 ∗Ws−1 ∗ sLA2 ∗ . . . ∗Ws−1 ∗ sLAk ∗Ws−1 . (2.33)
It is interesting to compare with (2.12). There are two differences. First, 1/L∗ produces two
extra factors of Ws−1, one to the left and one to the right of the sequence of states. Second,
the range of integration is different. While 1/L induces contractions (t ≤ 1), 1/L∗ induces
expansion (s ≥ 1). In the language of overlap states
1
L⋆
(A1 ∗ A2 ∗ . . . ∗ Ak) =
∫ ∞
1
ds
s
W 1
2
(s−1) ∗ [A1]s ∗ [A2]s ∗ . . . ∗ [Ak]s ∗W 1
2
(s−1) . (2.34)
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The off-shell states have been expanded and there are wedges flanking the result from the left
and from the right.
The calculation of the B⋆ action requires a few formulas. Given the B⋆ action (A.6) on star
products, one needs the action of B⋆ and B⋆ − B+L on wedge states, as given in (A.25, A.26).
Given the structure of terms in (2.33) we require the evaluation of
M ′ ≡ (B⋆ − B+L )sLA ∗Ws−1 + (−1)AsLA ∗ (B⋆ −B+L )Ws−1 . (2.35)
In the first factor we replace B⋆−B+L = B+R −B and in the second we use the B⋆−B+L action
on wedge states,
M ′ = (B+R − B)sLA ∗Ws−1 + (−1)A(s− 1) sLA ∗B+LWs−1 . (2.36)
The B+R in the first term can be moved to act on Ws−1 and the resulting term combines with
the second term:
M ′ = −sLBA ∗Ws−1 + (−1)As sLA ∗B+LWs−1 . (2.37)
We can now begin the calculation of
B⋆
L⋆
(A1 ∗ A2) =
∫ ∞
1
ds
s
B⋆(Ws−1 ∗ sLA1 ∗Ws−1 ∗ sLA2 ∗Ws−1) . (2.38)
Since B⋆Ws−1 = sB
+
LWs−1 we get
B⋆
L⋆
(A1 ∗ A2) =
∫ ∞
1
ds
[
B+LWs−1 ∗ sLA1 ∗Ws−1 ∗ sLA2 ∗Ws−1
+ (−1)A1 Ws−1 ∗ sLA1 ∗B+LWs−1 ∗ sLA2 ∗Ws−1
+ (−1)A1+A2Ws−1 ∗ sLA1 ∗Ws−1 ∗ sLA2 ∗B+LWs−1
]
−
∫ ∞
1
ds
s
Ws−1 ∗
[
sLBA1 ∗Ws−1 ∗ sLA2 + (−1)A1 sLA1 ∗Ws−1 ∗ sLBA2
]
∗Ws−1 .
(2.39)
In the overlap notation, we have
B⋆
L⋆
(A1 ∗ A2) =
∫ ∞
1
ds
[
B+LW 1
2
(s−1) ∗ [A1]s ∗ [A2]s ∗W 1
2
(s−1)
+ (−1)A1 W 1
2
(s−1) ∗ [A1]s ∗B+L [A2]s ∗W 1
2
(s−1)
+ (−1)A1+A2W 1
2
(s−1) ∗ [A1]s ∗ [A2]s ∗B+LW 1
2
(s−1)
]
−
∫ ∞
1
ds
s
[
W 1
2
(s−1) ∗ [BA1]s ∗ [A2]s ∗W 1
2
(s−1)
+ (−1)A1W 1
2
(s−1) ∗ [A1]s ∗ [BA2]s ∗W 1
2
(s−1)
]
.
(2.40)
The second line on the right-hand side is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: A term in the representation (2.40) of B
⋆
L⋆
(A1 ∗ A2). Two similar terms terms in
(2.40) have the B insertion at the positions shown in gray. The two remaining terms have no
B but rather local insertions of BA1 or BA2. Wedges of width 12(s− 1), with s ∈ [1,∞), flank
[A1]s ∗ [A2]s.
3 The off-shell Veneziano amplitude: first two diagrams
The four point amplitude is obtained by joining two cubic vertices with a propagator. For
arbitrary states Ψi ordered as 1234 along the boundary, the s-channel contribution is given by
Fs =
〈
Ψ1 ∗Ψ2 ,P (Ψ3 ∗Ψ4)
〉
. (3.1)
Since P is BPZ even, Fs is symmetric under the exchange of (Ψ1,Ψ2) ↔ (Ψ3,Ψ4). One’s first
instinct is to process Fs by moving the BRST operator in P to the right,
P ?= B
L
− B
L
B⋆
L⋆
Q . (3.2)
Then
Fs ?= F (1) + F (2) + F (2′) , (3.3)
with
F (1) ≡
〈
Ψ1 ∗Ψ2 , B
L
(Ψ3 ∗Ψ4)
〉
,
F (2) ≡ −
〈
Ψ1 ∗Ψ2 , B
L
B⋆
L⋆
(QΨ3 ∗Ψ4)
〉
,
F (2′) ≡
〈
Ψ1 ∗Ψ2 , B
L
B⋆
L⋆
(Ψ3 ∗QΨ4)
〉
.
(3.4)
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Figure 4: The first string diagram F (1), with t ∈ [0, 1]. For t = 0 punctures 3 and 4 collide.
For t = 1 the punctures are uniformly spaced on the boundary.
In this section we evaluate F (1) (the “first diagram”) and F (2) + F (2′) (the “second diagram”)
for external off-shell tachyons. We shall find that F (1) + F (2) + F (2′) is not symmetric under
the exchange 12↔ 34 – in contradiction with the symmetry of the starting point (3.1). To the
rescue will come a boundary term, discussed at length in the next section.
As usual, we will use the Mandelstam variables:
s = −(p1 + p2)2 , t = −(p2 + p3)2 , u = −(p1 + p3)2 , s+ t+ u = −
∑
p2i . (3.5)
3.1 First diagram
Using (2.26), recalling that (−B+L ) is represented by the insertion of B, and noting that the
external states are all annihilated by B, the first diagram F (1) is given by
F (1) = −
∫ 1
0
dt
〈
[Ψ1]1 ∗ [Ψ2]1 , W 1
2
(1−t) ∗ [Ψ3]t ∗ B[Ψ4]t ∗W 1
2
(1−t)
〉
. (3.6)
The string diagram is the cylinder of total width 3 + t shown in Figure 4. Note that states 1
and 2 appear on wedges of unit width, while states 3 and 4 appear on wedges of width t. We
consider general external states of the form
|Ψi〉 = Vic1|0〉 , (3.7)
where Vi are matter primary operators of dimension ∆i. We have
L|Ψi〉 = (∆i − 1)|Ψi〉 , Q|Ψi〉 = (∆i − 1)Vic0c1|0〉 . (3.8)
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The conformal map of Ψi by
z = t
2
π
tan−1(ξ) (3.9)
implies that [Ψi]t is represented by the local insertion of
(
2t
π
)∆i−1Ψi(zi) . Thus we find
F (1) = −
(π
2
)4−∆i ∫ 1
0
dt
t2−∆3−∆4
〈
cV1(−1) cV2(0) cV3(1) B cV4(1 + t)
〉
C3+t
. (3.10)
The CFT correlator factorizes into a matter part times a ghost part. It is convenient to use
cyclicity and the identification z ∼ z + 3 + t to rewrite the ghost correlator as〈
c(−1) c(0) c(1)B c(1 + t)
〉
C3+t
=
〈
B c(−2) c(−1) c(0) c(1)
〉
C3+t
. (3.11)
This is immediately evaluated using (B.39). Making also use of the trigonometric identity
3 sin x− sin(3x) = 4 sin3 x we find〈
B c(−2) c(−1) c(0) c(1)
〉
C3+t
= − 4
π3
(3 + t)2 sin
[ 2π
3 + t
]
sin4
[ π
3 + t
]
. (3.12)
To evaluate the matter correlator, we specialize to tachyon vertex operators:
Vi = e
α′piX , ∆i = α
′p2i . (3.13)
Using (B.41) we find that〈
eip1·X(−1)eip2·X(0)eip3·X(1)eip4·X(1+t)
〉
C3+t
= (2π)Dδ
(∑
pi
)(3 + t
π
)−α′ P p2i
·
(
sin
[ π
3 + t
])−α′(2t+s+p21+p22+P p2i )(
sin
[ 2π
3 + t
])α′(2s+2t+P p2i )(
sin
[ 3π
3 + t
])−α′(s+p24+p23)
.
(3.14)
Assembling our results back into (3.10) we have
F (1) = 4
π
(π
2
)4−α′ P p2i
(2π)Dδ
(∑
pi
)∫ 1
0
dt
t2−α′(p23+p24)
(3 + t
π
)2−α′ P p2i (
sin
[ 3π
3 + t
])−α′(s+p24+p23)
·
(
sin
[ π
3 + t
])4−α′(2t+s+p21+p22+P p2i ) · (sin[ 2π
3 + t
])1+α′(2s+2t+P p2i )
.
(3.15)
It is useful to make a change of variables from t to a more relevant variable – the modulus
λ of the four-punctured disk. Let us then review how to calculate the modulus λ of a disk with
four punctures P1, P2, P3, and P4 located with clockwise ordering on the boundary of the disk.
The modulus λ, with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, is defined as the coordinate of P2 after a map to the upper-half
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plane in which P1, P2, and P3 go to 0, 1, and∞, respectively. Our disk is presented as a circular
unit disk and the relevant information is the angular separations between the punctures. We
introduce the angle variable θij with i < j to denote the positive angle of rotation that is needed
to go from Pi to Pj. The relevant configuration is shown in Figure 5. With w denoting the
coordinate on the disk, a map to the upper-half plane is
z =
1
i
w − 1
w + 1
. (3.16)
One can readily verify that for points w = eiθ on the boundary of the disk
z(w = eiθ) = tan
θ
2
. (3.17)
Placing P1 at w = 1, the punctures Pi are mapped to zi where
z1 = 0 , z2 = tan
θ12
2
, z3 = tan
θ13
2
, z4 = tan
θ14
2
. (3.18)
The modulus λ is then
λ =
(z1 − z2)(z3 − z4)
(z1 − z3)(z2 − z4) =
z2(z3 − z4)
z3(z2 − z4) . (3.19)
A short calculation using the values indicated in (3.18) gives the final result
λ =
sin
(
θ12
2
)
sin
(
θ34
2
)
sin
(
θ13
2
)
sin
(
θ24
2
) . (3.20)
To apply this result to cylinder diagrams we note that the angle between two punctures is simply
given by 2π times the ratio of the separation between the punctures and the total circumference.
We apply (3.20) to the first string diagram (Figure 4) and find that the modulus λ is the
given by
λ =
sin
[
π
3+t
]
sin
[
πt
3+t
]
sin2
[
2π
3+t
] . (3.21)
We readily check that this result correctly implies that λ(t = 0) = 0, since then punctures 3 and
4 collide, which is conformally equivalent to the collision of punctures 1 and 2. We also check
that λ(t = 1) = 1/2, which corresponds to the configuration of equally spaced punctures on the
boundary of the disk. Using trigonometric identities we find the alternative useful formulas
4 sin2
[ π
3 + t
]
=
3− 4λ
1− λ , cos
2
[ π
3 + t
]
=
1
4
· 1
1− λ , (3.22)
as well as the Jacobian
4
π
π2
(3 + t)2
sin
[ 2π
3 + t
]
dt =
dλ
(1− λ)2 , (3.23)
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Figure 5: A disk with four punctures Pi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. The angle θij , with i < j is defined as
the (lowest) clockwise rotation angle that takes Pi to Pj .
which also implies that for small λ and small t we have
λ
t
→ 2π
3
√
3
. (3.24)
Using λ as integration variable the full amplitude (3.15) becomes
F (1) =(2π)Dδ
(∑
pi
)∫ 1/2
0
dλ(1− λ)−2
(
sin
[ 3π
3 + t
])−α′(s+p24+p23)
·
(
sin
[ π
3 + t
])4−α′(2t+s+p21+p22+P p2i ) · (sin[ 2π
3 + t
])α′(2s+2t+P p2i )
·
(π
2
)4−α′ P p2i(3 + t
π
)4−α′ P p2i 1
t2−α′(p23+p24)
.
(3.25)
Making use of the identities
sin
[ π
3 + t
]
= (1− λ)−1/2(3
4
− λ)1/2 ,
sin
[ 2π
3 + t
]
= (1− λ)−1(3
4
− λ)1/2 ,
sin
[ 3π
3 + t
]
= λ(1− λ)−3/2(3
4
− λ)1/2 ,
(3.26)
a calculation gives the relatively simple result
F (1) = (2π)Dδ
(∑
pi
)∫ 1/2
0
dλ λ−α
′
s−2(1− λ)−α′t−2
·
[
1
2
(3 + t) sin
[ 2π
3 + t
]]χ [λ
t
]χ34
(1− λ)χ12 ,
(3.27)
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where we have defined variables χij and χ that vanish on-shell:
χij ≡ 2− α′(p2i + p2j ) , χ = 4− α′
4∑
i=1
p2i . (3.28)
In (3.27) one views t as a function of λ, as defined by (3.22). An alternative expression is
F (1) = (2π)Dδ
(∑
pi
)∫ 1/2
0
dλ λ−α
′
s−2(1− λ)−α′t−2
·
[π
2
(1− λ)1/2 · 3 + t
π
sin
[ π
3 + t
]]χ [ λ
t (1− λ)
]χ34
.
(3.29)
Note that on-shell the second line in the above result gives a factor of one. The first line
then gives us the familiar on-shell Veneziano amplitude. Of course, one must still add the
contribution from the t-channel diagram to obtain the region of integration λ ∈ [0, 1] and then
the contribution from other cyclic orderings of the punctures. Since we have shown that this
first diagram gives the correct on-shell amplitude, it is clear that the contributions from the
remaining diagrams should vanish on-shell.
We can use (3.29) to obtain the form of the amplitude near the pole at α′s + 1 = 0. For
this we simply expand for λ near zero and use (3.24) to obtain
F (1)|pole ≃ (2π)Dδ
(∑
pi
)[
− 1
α′s+ 1
]
·
[3√3
4
]χ[ 2π
3
√
3
]χ34
, (3.30)
or just
F (1)|pole ≃ (2π)Dδ
(∑
pi
)[
− 1
α′s+ 1
]
·
[3√3
4
]χ12[π
2
]χ34
. (3.31)
The external states 1 and 2 appear with the expected off-shell factor of the Witten vertex.
States 3 and 4, which collide in the string diagram, carry a different off-shell factor. This
happens because B/L is not BPZ symmetric.
We can now ask: To include the contribution from the t-channel diagram can we simply
extend the region of integration in (3.29) from λ ∈ [0, 1/2] to λ ∈ [0, 1]? Though this would
work on-shell, it does not work off-shell. In fact, the second line in (3.29) does not make sense
beyond λ = 3/4, as can be seen from the top equation in (3.26). The value λ = 3/4 corresponds
to the maximum modulus that can be attained in this string diagram: the modulus for t→∞.
The t-channel answer is obtained by noting that the corresponding diagram arises from
(3.1) by the replacements Ψ1 → Ψ2, Ψ2 → Ψ3, Ψ3 → Ψ4 and Ψ4 → Ψ1. This has the effect
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of exchanging s and t and replacing χij → χi+1,j+1 (understanding that subscripts are defined
mod 4). We rewrite the s-channel contribution (3.29) as
F (1)
s
= (2π)Dδ
(∑
pi
)∫ 1/2
0
dλ λ−α
′
s−2(1− λ)−α′t−2
[
h1(λ)
]χ [
h2(λ)
]χ34
, (3.32)
adding the subscript s to denote that this is the s-channel contribution and introducing functions
h1 and h2 that can be easily read from (3.29). The contribution from the t-channel would be
F (1)
t
= (2π)Dδ
(∑
pi
)∫ 1/2
0
dλ λ−α
′
t−2(1− λ)−α′s−2
[
h1(λ)
]χ [
h2(λ)
]χ41
. (3.33)
Letting λ→ 1− λ, we find
F (1)
t
= (2π)Dδ
(∑
pi
)∫ 1
1/2
dλ λ−α
′
s−2(1− λ)−α′t−2
[
h1(1− λ)
]χ [
h2(1− λ)
]χ41
. (3.34)
Together, F (1)s and F (1)t cover the modular region λ ∈ [0, 1]. It is an important consistency
condition on the off-shell amplitude that the integrands of F (1)s and F (1)t match at the boundary
point λ = 1/2. This matching occurs for arbitrary value of h1(1/2) but requires h2(1/2) = 1.
Happily, this is the case because λ = 1/2 corresponds to t = 1.
3.2 Second diagram
The formulas developed so far are in principle sufficient to evaluate F (2) and F (2)′ in (3.15).
Using BPZ conjugation, we could write
F (2) = −
〈B⋆
L⋆
(Ψ1 ∗Ψ2) , B
⋆
L⋆
(QΨ3 ∗Ψ4)
〉
, (3.35)
and proceed by computing the action of B⋆/L⋆ on the two star products. The resulting expres-
sion is the sum of ten inequivalent terms and would be rather lengthy to evaluate. Instead, we
are going to use a simpler method inspired by a similar treatment in [32].
Since we have seen that the action of B/L on star products is somewhat simpler than the
action of B⋆/L⋆, it is advantageous to reorder
B
L
B⋆
L⋆
=
∫ ∞
0
dT1dT2 B e
−T1L e−T2L
⋆
B⋆ (3.36)
in such a way that the L and B operators are moved to the right of the L⋆ and B⋆ operators.
In appendix C we prove the elegant rearrangement formula
B
L
B⋆
L⋆
= −
∫
M
dτ1dτ2 B
⋆e−τ2L
⋆
B e−τ1L , (3.37)
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Figure 6: Left: region of integration on the right-hand side of the rearrangement formula (3.37).
Right: The same region of integration in triangular variables.
where the region of integration M is defined by
M≡ {τ1, τ2 |τ1 ≥ 0 , τ2 ≥ 0 , e−τ1 + e−τ2 ≥ 1} . (3.38)
The region M is shown in the left part of Figure 6. Note that if the integration were over the
whole range of positive τ1 and τ2, the right-hand side of (3.37) would be equal to −B⋆L⋆ BL .
With the use of the rearrangement formula the contributions (3.4) to the second diagram
can be written as
F (2) =
∫
M
dτ1dτ2
〈
Be−τ2L(Ψ1 ∗Ψ2) , Be−τ1L(QΨ3 ∗Ψ4)
〉
. (3.39)
F (2′) = −
∫
M
dτ1dτ2
〈
Be−τ2L(Ψ1 ∗Ψ2) , Be−τ1L(Ψ3 ∗QΨ4)
〉
. (3.40)
Evaluating the action of Be−τL on the star products by the techniques of §2, and using t1 = e−τ1 ,
t2 = e
−τ2 , we find
F (2) =
∫
cM
dt1dt2
〈
W 1
2
(1−t2) ∗ [Ψ1]t2 ∗B+L [Ψ2]t2 ∗W 12 (1−t2) , (3.41)
−W 1
2
(1−t1) ∗ [QΨ3]t1 ∗B+L [Ψ4]t1 ∗W 12 (1−t1) +
1
t1
W 1
2
(1−t1) ∗ [BQΨ3]t1 ∗ [Ψ4]t1 ∗W 12 (1−t1)
〉
,
where the region of integration is the triangular region
M̂ ≡ {t1, t2 | 0 ≤ t1 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ t2 ≤ 1 , t1 + t2 ≥ 1} , (3.42)
shown on the right part of Figure 6. The string diagram for the first contribution in (3.41) is
shown as a cylinder of width 2 + t1 + t2 in Figure 10.
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Figure 7: One of the terms in the second string diagram.
Taking states of the from Ψi = cVi, we find
F (2) = −
∫
cM
dt1dt2
(
2t2
π
)∆1+∆2−2(2t1
π
)∆3+∆4−2
(∆3 − 1)Am
(Ag1
t1
+ Ag2
)
, (3.43)
where we have defined the following matter and ghost correlators,
Am ≡ 〈V1(r1)V2(r2)V3(r3)V4(r4)〉Cℓ , (3.44)
Ag1 ≡ 〈c(r1)Bc(r2)c(r3)c(r4)〉Cℓ , (3.45)
Ag2 ≡ 〈c(r1)Bc(r2)∂cc(r3)Bc(r4)〉Cℓ . (3.46)
Here the insertion points and the circumference of the cylinder are given by
r1 =
1
2
, r2 =
1
2
+ t2 , r3 =
3
2
+ t2 , r4 =
3
2
+ t2 + t1 , l = t1 + t2 + 2 . (3.47)
As before, the evaluation of the ghost correlators is simplified by using cyclicity and the periodic
identification to write
Ag1 = 〈Bc(r2)c(r3)c(r4)c(r1 + l)〉Cℓ , (3.48)
Ag2 = 〈Bc(r2)∂cc(r3)Bc(r4)c(r1 + l)〉Cℓ . (3.49)
It is convenient to introduce the shorthand
γ ≡ π
ℓ
=
π
2 + t1 + t2
. (3.50)
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Using the formulas of appendix B, a calculation gives
Ag1 = −
1
πγ2
sin(γ) sin(γ(t1 + 1)) [(t1 + 2) sin(γt1)− t1 sin(γ(t1 + 2)] ,
Ag2 =
1
πγ2
sin(γ) sin(γ(t1 + 1))
(
sin(γt1)− sin(γt2)
)
+
1
πγ
[
sin2(γ)− sin2(γt1) + sin2(γ(t1 + 1))
]
.
(3.51)
Combining terms we find
Ag1
t1
+ Ag2 =
1
πγ
(
cos(γt1) + cos(γt2)
)(
cos(γt1)− sin(γt1)
γt1
)
. (3.52)
An entirely analogous calculation gives
F (2′) = −
∫
cM
dt1dt2
(
2t2
π
)∆1+∆2−2(2t1
π
)∆3+∆4−2
(∆4 − 1)Am
(Ag1
t1
+ Ag3
)
, (3.53)
where Ag3 ≡ 〈c(r1)Bc(r2)c(r3)B∂cc(r4)〉Cℓ . Explicit computation reveals that Ag3 = Ag2, so that
F (2) + F (2′) = −
∫
cM
dt1dt2
(
2t2
π
)∆1+∆2−2(2t1
π
)∆3+∆4−2
(∆3 +∆4 − 2)Am
(Ag1
t1
+ Ag2
)
. (3.54)
We now specialize to the case of tachyons Vi = e
α′piX . Evaluating the matter correlator through
(B.41) and collecting all the terms we finally find
F (2) + F (2′) = − (2π)Dδ
(∑
p
) 1
π
(
2
π
)α′ P p2−4
(α′(p23 + p
2
4)− 2)
·
∫
cM
dt1dt2 γ
3 (γt2)
α′(p21+p
2
2)−2 (γt1)
α′(p23+p
2
4)−2
· (cos(γt2) + cos(γt1))
(
cos(γt1)− sin(γt1)
γt1
)
· ∣∣sin(γt1)∣∣−α′(s+p23+p24) · ∣∣sin(γt2)∣∣−α′(s+p21+p22)
· ∣∣sin γ∣∣−α′(2t+P p2) · ∣∣sin(γ(t1 + 1))∣∣α′(2s+2t+P p2) .
(3.55)
This is in agreement (up to an overall minus sign) with the result quoted in [32], as can be
checked using the change of variables
T there1 =
2t2
t1 + t2 − 1 , T
there
2 =
2t1
t1 + t2 − 1 . (3.56)
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Figure 8: Curves of constant modulus λ on the t1, t2 unit square. The triangle above the
diagonal is the region of integration M̂ for the second string diagram (see Figure 6).
To understand the result we express it in terms of the modular parameter λ for the string
diagram. Using (3.20) we find
λ =
sin(γt1) sin(γt2)
sin2(γ(t1 + 1))
. (3.57)
A small computation then gives
1− λ = sin
2(γ)
sin2(γ(t1 + 1))
. (3.58)
It is interesting now to appreciate how λ varies as a function of t1 and t2. Figure 8 shows the
curves of constant λ on the unit square 0 ≤ t1, t2 ≤ 1. Shown is also the diagonal that defines
the upper right triangle as the relevant region of integration M̂. The curves of λ = 0 are the
lines t2 = 0 and t1 = 0. The point t1 = t2 = 1/2 corresponds to λ = 1/4, so in fact, all curves of
constant λ < 1/4 intersect the diagonal twice. The curves with λ > 1/4 are above the diagonal,
and the point t1 = t2 = 1 corresponds to λ = 1/2.
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Using the modulus λ we can rewrite the amplitude as
F (2) + F (2′) = (2π)Dδ
(∑
p
) 1
π
χ34
·
∫
cM
dt1dt2 λ
−α′s−2 (1− λ)−α′t−2
· γ3 (cos γt2 + cos γt1)
sin4 γ(t1 + 1)
(
cos γt1 − sin γt1
γt1
)
·
∣∣∣sin γt2
γt2
∣∣∣χ12 · ∣∣∣sin γt1
γt1
∣∣∣χ34 · (π
2
(1− λ)1/2
)χ
.
(3.59)
To simplify the answer further we introduce the variable u:
u =
sin γt1
γt1
. (3.60)
The motivation for introducing u is that its derivative with respect to γt1 produces the factor
cos γt1 − sin γt1γt1 . Remarkably the full Jacobian gives
dλ
du
u
=
1
π
dt1dt2
(cos γt2 + cos γt1)
sin4 γ(t1 + 1)
(sin γt1
γt1
− cos γt1
)
. (3.61)
The amplitude then collapses to a relatively simple form:
F (2) + F (2′) = − (2π)Dδ
(∑
p
) ∫
dλdu λ−α
′s−2 (1− λ)−α′t−2
·
(π
2
(1− λ)1/2
)χ
·
∣∣∣sin γt2
γt2
∣∣∣χ12 · ( d
du
uχ34
)
.
(3.62)
The region of integration here includes 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1/2 and values of u that depend on λ – the
details of which have been anticipated in our discussion of Figure 8. Indeed, u is a parameter for
the curves of constant modulus, and the integration is restricted over the upper right triangle.
For 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1/4 each curve of constant modulus has two pieces inside the integration domain
and one piece outside of it. For 1/4 ≤ λ ≤ 1/2 the curves of constant modulus are entirely
contained inside the integration domain.
The diagram studied in this subsection (the second diagram) does not contribute to the
pole at α′s + 1, it is a regular function at this kinematic point. To see this, it is easiest to
start with the representation (3.55). Any singularity must arise because the integrand goes to
infinity somewhere over the compact domain of integration. A little thought shows that this
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can only happen at the corners where either t1 or t2 are equal to zero. In fact, when t1 is equal
to zero the integrand is regular for α′s+ 1 = 0. As t2 → 0 there is a candidate singularity. To
explore it, we make the change of variables (t1, t2)→ (ρ, t2), where
ρ ≡ t1 − 1
t2
. (3.63)
We then have ∫
cM
dt1dt2 =
∫ 1
0
dρ
∫ 1
0
dt2 t2 . (3.64)
The extra factor of t2, arising from the Jacobian, makes the integrand a finite function as
t2 → 0 and this establishes our claim. While there is no pole for α′s = −1, the amplitude under
consideration has a pole for α′s = 0, corresponding to the exchange of on-shell massless states.
There are also poles at positive integer values of α′s.
The failure of (3.62) to contribute to the pole at α′s + 1 = 0 means that near that pole
the full amplitude obtained from the first and second diagrams still behaves as in (3.31). We
conclude that the full amplitude computed so far does not have the expected symmetry under
the exchange (p1, p2)↔ (p3, p4).
4 Boundary term and exchange symmetry
The calculation of the previous section has failed to give a result consistent with the expected
symmetry (p1, p2) ↔ (p3, p4). The error can be traced to the naive manipulation (3.2), where
a boundary term was inadvertently dropped. Let us repeat this manipulation more carefully.
We introduce a regulated version of the propagator:
PΛΛ⋆ ≡ B
LΛ
Q
B⋆
L⋆Λ⋆
, (4.1)
where
1
LΛ
≡
∫ Λ
0
dT1 e
−T1L ,
1
L⋆Λ⋆
≡
∫ Λ⋆
0
dT2 e
−T2L⋆ . (4.2)
Ultimately we are interested in taking the limit Λ ,Λ⋆ →∞. Under BPZ conjugation the cutoffs
Λ and Λ⋆ get interchanged,
P⋆ΛΛ⋆ = PΛ⋆Λ . (4.3)
Using {Q,B⋆} = L⋆, we have
PΛΛ⋆ = −
∫ Λ
0
dT1
∫ Λ⋆
0
dT2Be
−T1LB⋆e−T2L
⋆
Q+
∫ Λ
0
dT1
∫ Λ⋆
0
dT2Be
−T1L
(
− d
dT2
e−T2L
⋆
)
, (4.4)
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which yields
PΛΛ⋆ = − B
LΛ
B⋆
L⋆Λ⋆
Q+
B
LΛ
− B
LΛ
e−Λ
⋆L⋆ . (4.5)
The last term is the boundary term that was previously dropped. It gives an additional con-
tribution to the four point function:
FBΛΛ⋆ ≡ −
〈
Ψ1 ∗Ψ2,
∫ Λ
0
dT1Be
−T1L e−Λ
⋆L⋆(Ψ3 ∗Ψ4)
〉
. (4.6)
It is useful to understand intuitively why the boundary term B
LΛ
e−Λ
⋆L⋆ can give a contribution.
Naively one would argue that in the limit Λ⋆ → ∞, the factor e−Λ⋆L⋆ gives rise to degenerate
Riemann surfaces and no regular contribution to amplitudes. It is the interplay with B
LΛ
that
invalidates this argument. While e−Λ
⋆L⋆ expands the surface by a scale factor of order eΛ
⋆
, the
factor B
LΛ
sums over all surfaces obtained by contraction with scales that go from one down to
about e−Λ. If one takes the Λ → ∞ limit first, we have B
L
e−Λ
⋆L⋆ , which induces a very large
expansion followed by a set of contractions that go down to zero size. This is a large set of
non-degenerate surfaces. Had we taken the limit Λ⋆ → 0 first we would have indeed found only
degenerate surfaces.
The terms previously computed, F (1) and F (2) + F (2′), do not depend on the precise way
one takes Λ and Λ⋆ to infinity, in particular the order of the Λ and Λ⋆ limits can be safely
interchanged. This is obvious for the first diagram, and is also true for the second diagram,
because the integration region M̂ has an unambiguous limiting shape for large Λ and Λ⋆. We
define FB as a suitable limit of FBΛΛ⋆ . As anticipated above, we shall see that FB depends on
the prescription used to take this limit. We choose the prescription by requiring that
(i) FB vanishes for external on-shell states;
(ii) the total amplitude Fs = F (1)+F (2)+F (2′)+FB is symmetric under (p1, p2)↔ (p3, p4).
Property (i) is necessary since for on-shell tachyons the naive calculation already gave the
right result. We claim that the correct prescription is
P ≡ 1
2
(
lim
Λ→∞
lim
Λ⋆→∞
+ lim
Λ⋆→∞
lim
Λ→∞
)
PΛΛ⋆ , PΛΛ⋆ = B
LΛ
Q
B⋆
L⋆Λ⋆
, (4.7)
Using (4.3) we see that this leads to a BPZ even propagator, so barring calculational errors this
prescription must give a four-point amplitude that obeys property (ii). We confirm this fact in
the rest of the section: the exchange symmetry is restored by the boundary term (4.6) with the
limits taken according to (4.7). Less obviously, property (i) also holds. It is non-trivial that a
prescription with the right properties exists. We also re-examine work of §2.1 and confirm that
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the propagator P defined above provides an inverse to the kinetic operator in some appropriate
sense.
4.1 Boundary term
We now turn to an explicit evaluation of the boundary term. By the techniques of §2, we find
FBΛΛ⋆ = −
∫ 1
1
s
dt
t
〈
Ψ1 ∗Ψ2, B
(
W ts⋆
2
−t+ 1
2
∗ [Ψ3]ts⋆ ∗ [Ψ4]ts⋆ ∗W ts⋆
2
−t+ 1
2
)〉
, (4.8)
where we have set
s ≡ eΛ , s⋆ ≡ eΛ⋆ . (4.9)
We evaluate the action of B, assuming that Ψ3 and Ψ4 are in Schnabl gauge:
B
(
W ts⋆
2
−t+ 1
2
∗ [Ψ3]ts⋆ ∗ [Ψ4]ts⋆ ∗W ts⋆
2
−t+ 1
2
)
= (4.10)
t(1− s⋆)W ts⋆
2
−t+ 1
2
∗B+L [Ψ3]ts⋆ ∗ [Ψ4]ts⋆ ∗W ts⋆
2
−t+ 1
2
−ts⋆(−1)Ψ3W ts⋆
2
−t+ 1
2
∗ [Ψ3]ts⋆ ∗B+L [Ψ4]ts⋆ ∗W ts⋆
2
−t+ 1
2
+t(1− s⋆)(−1)Ψ3+Ψ4W ts⋆
2
−t+ 1
2
∗ [Ψ3]ts⋆ ∗ [Ψ4]ts⋆ ∗B+LW ts⋆
2
−t+ 1
2
.
Back in (4.8) and changing the integration variable to x = s⋆t,
FBΛΛ⋆ =
∫ s⋆
s⋆
s
dx
{
(1− 1
s⋆
) 〈Ψ1 ∗Ψ2,Wx
2
− x
s⋆
+ 1
2
∗B+L [Ψ3]x ∗ [Ψ4]x ∗Wx
2
− x
s⋆
+ 1
2
〉 (4.11)
+ (−1)Ψ3 〈Ψ1 ∗Ψ2,Wx
2
− x
s⋆
+ 1
2
∗ [Ψ3]x ∗B+L [Ψ4]x ∗Wx
2
− x
s⋆
+ 1
2
〉
+ (−1)Ψ3+Ψ4(1− 1
s⋆
) 〈Ψ1 ∗Ψ2,Wx
2
− x
s⋆
+ 1
2
∗ [Ψ3]x ∗ [Ψ4]x ∗B+LWx
2
− x
s⋆
+ 1
2
〉
}
.
We now remove the regulators using the symmetrized prescription (4.7). The first term in (4.7)
is an instruction to send s⋆ → ∞ first: then both the lower and upper limits of integration in
(4.11) go to infinity, and only the singular surface with x = ∞ is kept. We believe that this
singular surface gives no contribution to the integral – the first term in (4.7) does not contribute
to FB. On the other hand, the second term in (4.7) gives a regular contribution:
FB = 1
2
∫ ∞
0
dx
{ 〈
Ψ1 ∗Ψ2,Wx
2
+ 1
2
∗B+L [Ψ3]x ∗ [Ψ4]x ∗Wx
2
+ 1
2
〉
(4.12)
+ (−1)Ψ3
〈
Ψ1 ∗Ψ2,Wx
2
+ 1
2
∗ [Ψ3]x ∗B+L [Ψ4]x ∗Wx
2
+ 1
2
〉
+ (−1)Ψ3+Ψ4
〈
Ψ1 ∗Ψ2,Wx
2
+ 1
2
∗ [Ψ3]x ∗ [Ψ4]x ∗B+LWx
2
+ 1
2
〉 }
.
The first term in this amplitude is illustrated in the string diagram of Figure 9. Restricting to
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Figure 9: The string diagram for the first term in the boundary amplitude FB in (4.12).
the case of tachyons, we find
FB = 1
2
∫ ∞
0
dx
(
2
π
)α′ P p2i−4
xα
′(p23+p
2
4)−2AgAm , (4.13)
where the matter and ghost correlators are defined by
Am = 〈eip1·X(r1)eip2·X(r2)eip3·X(r3)eip4·X(r4)〉Cℓ (4.14)
Ag = −〈c(r1)c(r2)Bc(r3)c(r4)〉Cℓ + 〈c(r1)c(r2)c(r3)Bc(r4)〉Cℓ − 〈c(r1)c(r2)c(r3)c(r4)B〉Cℓ .
Here the insertion points and circumference of the cylinder are
r1 = 0 , r2 = 1 , r3 = 2 + x , r4 = 2 + 2x , ℓ = 3 + 3x . (4.15)
We also define
γ′ =
π
ℓ
=
π
3
1
1 + x
. (4.16)
The modular parameter for this geometry is
λ =
sin(γ′) sin(γ′x)
sin2(γ′(x+ 2))
, 1− λ = 3
4
1
sin2(γ′(x+ 2))
. (4.17)
One readily finds that λ(1/x) = λ(x). The modular region λ ∈ [0, 1
4
] is covered once as x goes
from 0 to 1, and once again as x goes from 1 to ∞.
Using (B.41), the matter correlator is
Am = (2π)Dδ
(∑
p
)
γ′α
′
P
p2i
· sin(γ′)−α′(s+p21+p22) · sin(γ′x)−α′(s+p23+p24)
· sin(γ′(2 + x))α′(2s+2t+
P
p2i )(
√
3/2)−α
′(2t+
P
p2i )
(4.18)
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From (B.39) we find the ghost correlator
Ag = − 81
4π3
(1 + x)2 sin γ′(1− x) . (4.19)
Assembling partial results,
FB = −(2π)Dδ
(∑
p
)( 2
π
)α′ P p2i−4 ∫ ∞
0
dx
π
8
1
(1 + x)2
sin γ′(1− x)
sin4(γ′(2 + x))
· λ−α′s−2 (1− λ)−α′t−2
( 2√
3
sin(γ′(2 + x))
)−4+α′ P p2
·
(sin γ′
γ′
)χ12(sin γ′x
γ′x
)χ34
.
(4.20)
Under the change of variables x → 1/x, the integral (4.20) goes into minus the same expres-
sion with χ12 ↔ χ34. Thus we can restrict the integration region to x ∈ [0, 1], provided we
antisymmetrize the integrand under the exchange χ12 ↔ χ34:
FB = −(2π)Dδ
(∑
p
)( 2
π
)α′ P p2i−4 ∫ 1
0
dx
π
8
1
(1 + x)2
sin γ′(1− x)
sin4(γ′(2 + x))
· λ−α′s−2 (1− λ)−α′t−2
( 2√
3
sin(γ′(2 + x))
)−χ
·
[(sin γ′
γ′
)χ12(sin γ′x
γ′x
)χ34 − (sin γ′x
γ′x
)χ12(sin γ′
γ′
)χ34]
.
(4.21)
To change variables of integration from x to λ we use
dλ =
π
4
dx
(1 + x)2
sin γ′(1− x)
sin4(γ′(2 + x))
. (4.22)
The amplitude then becomes
FB = −(2π)Dδ
(∑
p
)∫ 1/4
0
dλ λ−α
′
s−2 (1− λ)−α′t−2 ·
(π
2
(1− λ)1/2
)χ
· 1
2
[(sin γ′
γ′
)χ12(sin γ′x
γ′x
)χ34 − (sin γ′x
γ′x
)χ12(sin γ′
γ′
)χ34]
.
(4.23)
The boundary term is antisymmetric under the exchange symmetry,
FB ↔ −FB under (p1, p2)↔ (p3, p4) . (4.24)
In particular, when the momenta are on-shell χ12 = χ34 = 0 and FB = 0.
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As a first check that the boundary term restores the exchange symmetry, let us extract the
pole at α′s+1 = 0, which arises for λ ∼ 0 or x ∼ 0. As x ∼ 0, we have sinγ′
γ′
∼ 2
π
3
√
3
4
so we get:
FB|pole ≃ (2π)Dδ
(∑
p
) [
− 1
α′s+ 1
]
· 1
2
[
−
(3√3
4
)χ12(π
2
)χ34
+
(π
2
)χ12(3√3
4
)χ34]
. (4.25)
Combining this with (3.31), we find that for the full amplitude,
Fs|pole ≃ (2π)Dδ
(∑
p
) [
− 1
α′s+ 1
]
· 1
2
[(3√3
4
)χ12(π
2
)χ34
+
(π
2
)χ12(3√3
4
)χ34]
. (4.26)
So the exchange symmetry holds near the pole. In the next subsection we prove that the
symmetry is exactly obeyed for arbitrary values of the momenta.
Though symmetric, the amplitude near the pole does not factorize into the product of two
off-shell vertices. A factorized answer would read
F factor
s
|pole ≃ (2π)Dδ
(∑
p
) [
− 1
α′s+ 1
]
·
(3√3
4
)χ12(3√3
4
)χ34
. (4.27)
Indeed, the coefficient (3
√
3/4)α
′p2i−1 is the conformal factor that arises in inserting a tachyon
vertex operator on the Witten vertex. Factorization holds in Siegel gauge, where it has a
transparent geometric interpretation. The Siegel gauge propagator is a strip of canonical width
π and length equal to the Schwinger parameter T . The pole arises for T →∞; where the string
diagram manifestly splits into two off-shell vertices attached to each side of a long propagator.
By contrast, the geometric interpretation of the Schnabl propagator does not suggest off-shell
factorization.
A natural question is whether the prescription (4.7) is unique. There are other ways to
achieve a BPZ symmetric propagator, perhaps the simplest being
P ?= lim
Λ→∞
PΛΛ . (4.28)
Using this prescription, the x integration in (4.11) would range from 1 to ∞. Performing the
same steps as above, we would arrive at the boundary term
F˜B = −(2π)Dδ
(∑
p
)∫ 1/4
0
dλ λ−α
′
s−2 (1− λ)−α′t−2 ·
(π
2
(1− λ)1/2
)χ
·
[
−
(sin γ′x
γ′x
)χ12(sin γ′
γ′
)χ34]
.
(4.29)
The difference F˜B −FB is symmetric under χ12 ↔ χ34. It follows that the total amplitude F˜s
computed with the prescription (4.28) is symmetric just like the total amplitude Fs computed
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with the prescription (4.7). However, F˜s does not agree on shell with the standard Veneziano
formula, since the boundary term (4.29) does not vanish on-shell. As we will discuss in §4.3,
(4.28) does not really invert the kinetic operator K discussed in §2.1 while (4.7) does. It appears
that (4.7) is the only prescription leading to a four-point amplitude that is correct on-shell and
has the right exchange symmetry.
4.2 Proof of exchange symmetry
Our final result for the off-shell Veneziano amplitude is
Fs = F (1) + F (2) + F (2′) + FB , (4.30)
where F (1), F (2) +F (2′), and FB are given in (3.29), (3.62) and (4.23), respectively. Collecting
our results we have
Fs = (2π)Dδ
(∑
p
) ∫ 12
0
dλ λ−α
′
s−2(1− λ)−α′t−2
·
[π
2
(1− λ)1/2
]χ{ [3 + t
π
sin
[ π
3 + t
]]χ[ λ
t (1− λ)
]χ34 − ∫ du∣∣∣sin γt2
γt2
∣∣∣χ12 duχ34
du
− 1
2
θ
(
1
4
− λ
)(∣∣∣sin γ′
γ′
∣∣∣χ12∣∣∣sin γ′x
γ′x
∣∣∣χ34 − ∣∣∣sin γ′
γ′
∣∣∣χ34∣∣∣sin γ′x
γ′x
∣∣∣χ12)} .
(4.31)
Here γ = π/(2 + t1 + t2) and γ
′ = π/(3(1 + x)). The function θ(1/4 − λ) in the last term is
the step-function θ(µ) = 0 for µ < 0, θ(µ) = 1 for µ > 0, and it encodes the vanishing of the
boundary integrand for λ > 1/4. The limits of integration for u are also λ dependent, as we
will discuss shortly.
We now demonstrate that Fs, as given in (4.31), is symmetric under the exchange (p1, p2)↔
(p3, p4). Since s and t are invariant under this exchange and the momenta enter Fs only through
χ12 and χ34, we are effectively testing the symmetry of Fs under the exchange χ12 ↔ χ34. We
will show that the symmetry holds locally on moduli space, that is, before performing the λ
integration. For this only the terms inside the braces {. . .} need to be looked at.
The symmetry property would be established if
0 =
[sin[ π
3+t
]
π
3+t
]χ([ λ
t (1− λ)
]χ34 − [ λ
t (1− λ)
]χ12)
−
∫
du
(∣∣∣sin γt2
γt2
∣∣∣χ12 duχ34
du
−
∣∣∣sin γt2
γt2
∣∣∣χ34 duχ12
du
)
− θ
(
1
4
− λ
)(∣∣∣sin γ′
γ′
∣∣∣χ12∣∣∣sin γ′x
γ′x
∣∣∣χ34 − ∣∣∣sin γ′
γ′
∣∣∣χ34∣∣∣sin γ′x
γ′x
∣∣∣χ12) .
(4.32)
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We begin by showing that the middle term is the integral of a total derivative. We recall the
definition of u and introduce a companion variable v:
u(t1, t2) =
sin γt1
γt1
, v(t1, t2) =
sin γt2
γt2
. (4.33)
Consider one of the curves of constant λ in the t1, t2 diagram (Figure 10). The curve is invariant
under the reflection t1 ↔ t2 and goes from u = ui to u = uf . Consider a parameterization of
this curve with a parameter σ ∈ [0, 1]:
t1 = t1(σ) , t2 = t2(σ) , (4.34)
with the condition that the points at σ and at 1− σ are reflections of one another:
t1(1− σ) = t2(σ) , t2(1− σ) = t1(σ) . (4.35)
Through these relations we can now view u and v, on the constant λ curve as just functions of
σ: u(σ), v(σ). We demand that u(0) = ui and u(1) = uf . Given the parameterization and the
fact that u↔ v as t1 ↔ t2, we have
v(σ) = u(1− σ) . (4.36)
The middle term in (4.32) is
−
∫ uf
ui
dσ
(
v(σ)χ12
d
dσ
u(σ)χ34 − v(σ)χ34 d
dσ
u(σ)χ12
)
= −
∫ 1
0
dσ
(
u(1− σ)χ12 d
dσ
u(σ)χ34 − u(1− σ)χ34 d
dσ
u(σ)χ12
)
= −
∫ 1
0
dσ
(
u(1− σ)χ12 d
dσ
u(σ)χ34 +
d
dσ
u(1− σ)χ12u(σ)χ34
)
= −
∫ 1
0
dσ
d
dσ
(
u(1− σ)χ12u(σ)χ34
)
= −
(
u(0)χ12u(1)χ34 − u(1)χ12u(0)χ34
)
= uχ12f u
χ34
i − uχ34f uχ12i .
(4.37)
In the last equality we assumed λ > 1/4, in which case the constant λ curves that do not
intersect the diagonal and the integration region indeed goes from ui to uf . For λ < 1/4 the
integral is really of the form
−
∫ u−
ui
. . .−
∫ uf
u+
. . . = −
∫ uf
ui
. . .+
∫ u+
u−
. . . (4.38)
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where u− < u+ are the points on the curve that are also on the diagonal t1+t2 = 1 (Figure 10).
Therefore, for λ < 1/4 we get the extra terms
−uχ12+ uχ34− + uχ34+ uχ12− . (4.39)
It now follows that (4.32) holds if the following two identities are satisfied:
0 =
[sin[ π
3+t
]
π
3+t
]χ([ λ
t (1− λ)
]χ34 − [ λ
t (1− λ)
]χ12)
+ uχ12f u
χ34
i − uχ34f uχ12i (4.40)
0 = −uχ12+ uχ34− + uχ34+ uχ12− −
(∣∣∣sin γ′
γ′
∣∣∣χ12∣∣∣sin γ′x
γ′x
∣∣∣χ34 − ∣∣∣sin γ′
γ′
∣∣∣χ34∣∣∣sin γ′x
γ′x
∣∣∣χ12) . (4.41)
The above identities are antisymmetric under the exchange χ12 ↔ χ34. It is then sufficient to
show that:
0 =
[sin[ π
3+t
]
π
3+t
]χ[ λ
t (1− λ)
]χ34 − uχ34f uχ12i ,
0 = −uχ12+ uχ34− +
∣∣∣sin γ′
γ′
∣∣∣χ34∣∣∣sin γ′x
γ′x
∣∣∣χ12 . (4.42)
Consider the first relation. It follows from the modulus calculation in the first diagram that
λ
t (1− λ) =
sin
[
πt
3+t
]
t sin
[
π
3+t
] . (4.43)
Then [sin[ π
3+t
]
π
3+t
]χ[ λ
t (1− λ)
]χ34
=
[
sin
[
πt
3+t
]
πt
3+t
]χ34[
sin
[
π
3+t
]
π
3+t
]χ12
. (4.44)
The second term on the first relation is associated with the second diagram. The point ui
corresponds to t1 = 1 and some value t2 = t¯. The point uf corresponds to t2 = 1 and t1 = t¯
(see Figure 10). Hence,
uf =
sin
[
πt¯
3+t¯
]
πt¯
3+t¯
, ui =
sin
[
π
3+t¯
]
π
3+t¯
. (4.45)
The modulus λ for the curve in question is given by (3.57), using t1 = 1, t2 = t¯:
λ =
sin
[
π
3+t¯
]
sin
[
πt¯
3+t¯
]
sin2
[
2π
3+t¯
] . (4.46)
Comparing with (3.21) we see that for fixed λ we have t¯ = t. It then follows from (4.45) that
uχ34f u
χ12
i coincides with the right hand side of (4.44). This proves the first equality in (4.42).
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Figure 10: Auxiliary diagram for the proof of symmetry.
To prove the second relation in (4.42) we first note that u− corresponds to t1+ t2 = 1, which
gives γ = π/3, and some values t¯1 and t¯2 for t1 and t2, such that t¯1 > 1/2 (see Figure 10). The
modulus associated with u− (or u+, since it lies on the same curve) is (3.58),
1− λ = 3
4
1
sin2(π
3
(t¯1 + 1))
. (4.47)
For the second term on the right-hand side of the equality the modulus is the function of x
given by (4.17),
1− λ = 3
4
1
sin2
[π(x+2)
3(1+x)
] . (4.48)
It follows from the last two equations that
t¯1 =
1
1 + x
→ γ′ = π
3
1
1 + x
= γt¯1 , γ
′x = γt¯2 . (4.49)
Since 0 < x < 1, we have t¯1 < 1/2, as required. Therefore:
sin γ′
γ′
=
sin γt¯1
γt¯1
= u− , and
sin γ′x
γ′x
=
sin γt¯2
γt¯2
= u+ . (4.50)
These relations make it clear that the second equation in (4.42) also holds. This completes the
proof that Fs has the requisite exchange symmetry.
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Having reassured ourselves that the symmetry holds, we can write a manifestly symmetric
form of the amplitude by averaging over the two orderings 1234 and 3412,
Fs = (2π)Dδ
(∑
p
) ∫ 12
0
dλ λ−α
′
s−2(1− λ)−α′t−2 ·
[π
2
(1− λ)1/2
]χ
{
1
2
[3 + t
π
sin
[ π
3 + t
]]χ([ λ
t (1− λ)
]χ34
+
[ λ
t (1− λ)
]χ12)
− 1
2
∫
du
(∣∣∣sin γt2
γt2
∣∣∣χ12 duχ34
du
+
∣∣∣sin γt2
γt2
∣∣∣χ34 duχ12
du
)}
.
(4.51)
This is the final and most useful form of Fs. For ease of reference, we recall that the variable t
is a function of the modulus λ, given by (3.22); the variable t2 should be thought as a function
of λ and of the integration variable u, according to the definitions given in (3.57) and (3.60);
the variables χ, χ12 and χ34 are functions of the external momenta, given in (3.28). The limits
of integration for u are from ui to uf for 1/4 ≤ λ ≤ 1/2 and from ui to u− together with u+ to
uf , for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1/4.
Our computation has given us the full s-channel contribution Fs to the amplitude when the
punctures appear as 1234 as we travel on the boundary of the circle in the counterclockwise
direction. We can rewrite (4.51) as
Fs = (2π)Dδ
(∑
p
) ∫ 12
0
dλ λ−α
′
s−2(1− λ)−α′t−2 F (λ, χij) , (4.52)
where introduced the function F of the modulus λ and of the χij invariants. As we discussed
at the end of §3.1, the t-channel contribution would be given by
Ft = (2π)Dδ
(∑
p
) ∫ 1
1/2
dλ λ−α
′
s−2(1− λ)−α′t−2 F (1− λ, χi+1,j+1) . (4.53)
The off-shell continuity of the integrand for combined s- and t-channel amplitudes requires
F (1/2, χij) = F (1/2, χi+1,j+1). This holds on account of our earlier analysis, since neither the
second diagram nor the third one contribute for λ = 1/2. The off-shell Veneziano amplitude
A(s, t) is given by
A(s, t) = Fs + Ft . (4.54)
The full four-tachyon amplitude is obtained by adding to A(s, t) the other terms that correspond
to in-equivalent orderings of four punctures on the boundary of a disk.
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4.3 The propagator revisited
We have defined a propagator P in (4.7) that leads to a sensible off-shell amplitude for four
tachyons. It is natural now to revisit the formal computations of §2.1 to see if this propagator,
with its regulation and symmetrized limits, provides an inverse to the kinetic operator on the
gauge slice. We ask if the propagator P really satisfies PK = P where, as before, P = BC is
the projector to the gauge slice. As it turns out this equation is not satisfied. What we will
find is that, with our definition,
PK = P +Qη . (4.55)
In the above operator equation we find BQη = 0 and Bη = 0. Acting on arbitrary states, the
extra term on the right-hand side is therefore a truly trivial state in the gauge slice. If a gauge
condition fixes the gauge completely such states cannot exist because they could be added
to any physical state while preserving the gauge condition. It may be that the appearance
of the extra term indicates that Schnabl gauge has additional subtleties. With a unitary
matter CFT, Siegel gauge has no trivial states on the gauge slice. Nor there are such states
in Siegel gauge at zero momentum in the standard flat spacetime background. In Schnabl
gauge, however, there is a BRST trivial state ψ′0 that satisfies the gauge condition, making it
impossible to fix the gauge completely. The state ψ′0 ∼ QBL+c1|0〉 indeed satisfies the gauge
condition: BQBL+c1|0〉 = LBL+c1|0〉 = BLL+c1|0〉 = 0. It is truly trivial since it is Q of
something which is in the gauge. The state ψ′0 plays a key role in the tachyon vacuum solution
and features in the difficulties to construct exactly marginal solutions for general operators in
Schnabl gauge [9].
If we do not use the symmetrized prescription for P we cannot even obtain (4.55). We will
not attempt here to discuss the possible implications of (4.55) for the computation of string
amplitudes, nor if it reflects a shortcoming of the gauge condition or a shortcoming of the
presently defined propagator.
To derive (4.55) we begin with
PΛΛ⋆K = B
LΛ
Q
B⋆
L⋆Λ⋆
(−C⋆B⋆QBC) = B
LΛ
L⋆
L⋆Λ⋆
QBC =
B
LΛ
(
1− e−Λ⋆L⋆)QBC , (4.56)
and rewrite this as
PΛΛ⋆K = B
LΛ
QBC − B
LΛ
Qe−Λ
⋆L⋆BC
=
L
LΛ
BC − L
LΛ
e−Λ
⋆L⋆BC +QB
1
LΛ
e−Λ
⋆L⋆BC .
(4.57)
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Expanding the first two terms one gets
PΛΛ⋆K =
(
1− e−ΛL − e−Λ⋆L⋆ + e−ΛLe−Λ⋆L⋆)BC +QB 1
LΛ
e−Λ
⋆L⋆BC . (4.58)
Consider the terms inside the parentheses. As Λ becomes large the term e−ΛL will give a
singular surface – thus no contribution. The same holds for e−Λ
⋆L⋆ for large Λ⋆. The last term,
e−ΛLe−Λ
⋆L⋆ , is more delicate. It vanishes in our prescription, since one gets a singular surface
as soon as one parameter (Λ or Λ⋆) goes to infinity. Interestingly, if we take Λ = Λ⋆ then
e−ΛLe−ΛL
⋆ ∼ e−L+ and this gives a regular surface. We thus see that, apart from the Q exact
term, we get the expected answer – just BC – for the symmetrized prescription and not from
the prescription (4.28), for example.
Let us now examine the extra Q trivial term in (4.58). Comparing with (4.55) we identify η:
η = B
1
LΛ
e−Λ
⋆L⋆BC . (4.59)
Clearly Bη = 0. Let us now see if BQη = 0. Using also Be−Λ
⋆L⋆ ≃ −e−Λ⋆L⋆B⋆, which holds
for large Λ⋆ (see (C.47)), we get
BQη = {B,Q}η = L
LΛ
Be−Λ
⋆L⋆BC = −(1− e−ΛL)e−Λ⋆L⋆B⋆BC . (4.60)
With the symmetrized prescription the final right-hand side vanishes, as desired. We thus
confirm the structure predicted in (4.55). This is evidence that our definition of the propagator
is consistent with its fundamental role as an inverse of the kinetic term.
Before concluding this section we discuss another rewriting of the propagator. With the
benefit of hindsight we can write the propagator in a form that makes the exchange symmetry
more transparent. Instead of commuting Q to the right as in (4.4), we symmetrize over the two
ways of commuting Q,
PΛΛ⋆ = 1
2
[ B
LΛ
− B
LΛ
B⋆
L⋆Λ⋆
Q − B
LΛ
e−Λ
⋆L⋆
]
+
1
2
[ B⋆
L⋆Λ⋆
−Q B
LΛ
B⋆
L⋆Λ⋆
− e−ΛL B
⋆
L⋆Λ⋆
]
. (4.61)
The first group of terms is the result of moving Q to the right and the second group is the
result of moving Q to the left. There are now two boundary terms, which we can bring to a
common form by a few applications of the CBH formula. For the first boundary term,
B
LΛ
e−Λ
⋆L⋆ =
∫ s⋆
s⋆
s
dx
x
e−x(1−
1
s⋆ )L
+
e[(x−
1
x)+
1−x
s⋆ ]L ·
[ 1
s⋆
B +
( 1
s⋆
− 1
)
B⋆
]
(4.62)
∼=
∫ ∞
s⋆
s
dx
x
e−xL
+
e(x−
1
x)L · (−B⋆) .
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In the last line we have dropped terms that are subleading for large s = eΛ and s⋆ = eΛ
⋆
,
irrespective of how the limits are taken. For the second boundary term,
e−ΛL
B⋆
L⋆Λ⋆
=
∫ s⋆
s
1
s
dx
x
e−(x−
1
s)L+ e[(x−
1
x)+
1
s(
1
x
−1)]LB⋆ (4.63)
∼=
∫ s⋆
s
0
dx
x
e−xL
+
e(x−
1
x)L · B⋆ .
Apart from the integration ranges, the two boundary terms are exactly equal and opposite.
According to the prescription (4.7), we are instructed to average each term over the two values
s⋆/s = 0 and s⋆/s = ∞. If we take s⋆/s = ∞ in (4.62) we have a singular expression with
x → ∞ and, similarly, if we take s⋆/s = 0 in (4.63) we have a singular expression with
x → 0. When the propagator is inserted in a generic string diagram, these terms correspond
to codimension one loci in moduli space (since x is fixed to a specific value), where the surface
degenerates. It seems safe to assume that these terms give a vanishing contribution. The two
remaining possibilities correspond to taking s⋆/s = 0 in (4.62) and s⋆/s = ∞ in (4.63). The
range of x is from 0 to ∞ in both cases and the two terms cancel each other out.
In summary, when the Q is moved symmetrically to the left and the right the boundary
terms cancel and the propagator can be written as
PΛΛ⋆ = 1
2
[ B
LΛ
− B
LΛ
B⋆
L⋆Λ⋆
Q +
B⋆
L⋆Λ⋆
−Q B
LΛ
B⋆
L⋆Λ⋆
]
, (4.64)
with the usual understanding that the cutoffs are removed according to (4.7). In fact, when
(4.64) is inserted in a tree level four-point amplitude, the Λ→∞ and Λ⋆ →∞ limits commute.
The precise definition (4.7) may be necessary for more complicated amplitudes.
5 Discussion
The key new features of the Schnabl gauge propagator are the presence of the BRST operator
Q and the need for two Schwinger parameters to represent the operators 1/L and 1/L⋆. The
BRST action on differential forms on moduli space is familiar [33, 6]. Given some degree k form
ΩΨ1···Ψn labeled by external states Ψi, BRST action gives degree k forms Ω
P
iΨ1···QΨi···Ψnwhere
Q acts on the states, and the degree k+1 exterior derivative dΩΨ1,··· ,Ψn. Since string amplitudes
are integrals of differential forms over moduli space, the action of the various Q’s arising from
the various propagators results in two effects:
1. Some Q’s end up acting on external states and,
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2. Some Q’s set Schwinger parameters to limit values.
For any given string amplitude the diagrams in which Q’s act on external states vanish
on-shell. These diagrams have more Schwinger parameters than those needed to produce the
moduli space, one extra parameter for each Q that acts on an external state. Our example
made this clear: the four-point amplitude includes a string diagram (diagram two) with a Q
acting on external states and, in addition to the modular parameter λ, one extra parameter of
integration u.
The second effect of Q is more subtle. Previously it was thought that the only relevant
boundaries arise when Schwinger parameters go to zero, namely, from collapsed propagators. In
the four-string amplitude this familiar boundary gave the on-shell amplitude (diagram one). We
have found that a boundary at infinite value of the Schwinger parameter – naively a degenerate
surface – can also give a regular contribution. In the four-string amplitude it gave a boundary
term that vanished on-shell but helped restore the off-shell exchange symmetry. We do not
know if boundaries at infinite values of Schwinger parameters can contribute on-shell in general
string amplitudes.
We have obtained a symmetrized form (4.64) of the propagator that is written without
boundary terms. In a string diagram with various propagators, boundary terms will arise as
the Q’s are moved across B/L’s or B⋆/L⋆’s in order to get them to act on the external states.
We have not discussed the rules needed to deal with these boundaries. Thus, work remains to
be done to fully understand tree amplitudes. A better understanding of the propagator might
arise by further analysis of how it defines an inverse, following the preliminary discussion at
the beginning of §4.3.
In Siegel gauge, an open string diagram has a spine: the line formed by the set of all
string midpoints on all the propagators – on each strip, the line parallel to the boundaries that
divides the strip in two equal parts. In Schnabl gauge the string diagrams map all open string
midpoints to infinity. In the disk picture, for example, propagators and states are wedges and
all string midpoints are at the center of the disk. The spine thus collapses to a point. It appears
that this gives interesting complications for open string loop diagrams. In a planar one-loop
amplitude the spine is a curve homotopic to the two boundaries of the annulus diagram. If the
spine collapses the annulus becomes singular – it produces the closed string degeneration. It is
not clear how finite modulus annuli are produced.
It used to be thought that covariant open string field theory is canonically associated with
a certain way to decompose the moduli space of Riemann surfaces [34, 35] – through Strebel
quadratic differentials and minimal area string diagrams. We now see that in Schnabl gauge
(and presumably in any projector gauge) one finds rather new kind of string diagrams. A good
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geometrical understanding of these diagrams may have significant implications for closed string
field theory and for closed string physics in open string field theory.
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A Notation and algebraic identities
In this appendix we collect our main definitions and several useful algebraic identities. We refer
to [14, 23, 9] for a more detailed exposition of many of these facts.
A.1 Basic properties
The operators L and B are the zero modes of the stress tensor and of the antighost in the
conformal frame of the sliver,
L ≡
∮
dξ
2πi
f(ξ)
f ′(ξ)
T (ξ) , B ≡
∮
dξ
2πi
f(ξ)
f ′(ξ)
b(ξ) , f(ξ) ≡ 2
π
arctan ξ . (A.1)
The superscript ⋆ indicates BPZ conjugation. We define
L± = L± L⋆ , B± = B ± B⋆ . (A.2)
Two basic commutation relations are
[L, L+] = L+ , [B,L+] = B+ . (A.3)
The subscripts L and R denote the left and the right part of an operator. We have
L+ = L+L + L
+
R , B
+ = B+L +B
+
R . (A.4)
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From (A.3) we deduce
[L, L+L ] = L
+ , [B,L+L ] = B
+
L . (A.5)
The operators L− L+L , L⋆ − L+L , B −B+L , and B⋆ −B+L are all derivations of the star algebra.
This implies a simple action of L, L⋆, B, B⋆ on products of string fields:
L(φ1 ∗ . . . ∗ φn) = (Lφ1) ∗ . . . ∗ φn +
n∑
m=2
φ1 ∗ . . . ∗ (L− L+L)φm ∗ . . . ∗ φn , (A.6)
L⋆(φ1 ∗ . . . ∗ φn) = (L⋆φ1) ∗ . . . ∗ φn +
n∑
m=2
φ1 ∗ . . . ∗ (L⋆ − L+L)φm ∗ . . . ∗ φn ,
B(φ1 ∗ . . . ∗ φn) = (Bφ1) ∗ . . . ∗ φn +
n∑
m=2
(−1)
Pm−1
k=1
φk φ1 ∗ . . . ∗ (B − B+L )φm ∗ . . . ∗ φn ,
B⋆(φ1 ∗ . . . ∗ φn) = (B⋆φ1) ∗ . . . ∗ φn +
n∑
m=2
(−1)
Pm−1
k=1
φk φ1 ∗ . . . ∗ (B⋆ − B+L )φm ∗ . . . ∗ φn .
Here and elsewhere, a string field in the exponent of −1 denotes its Grassmann property: it is
0 mod 2 for a Grassmann-even string field and 1 mod 2 for a Grassmann-odd string field. We
also have
e−TL(φ1 ∗ φ2 ∗ . . . ∗ φn) = e−TLφ1 ∗ e−T (L−L
+
L
)φ2 ∗ . . . e−T (L−L
+
L
)φn ,
e−TL
⋆
(φ1 ∗ φ2 ∗ . . . ∗ φn) = e−TL⋆φ1 ∗ e−T (L⋆−L
+
L
)φ2 ∗ . . . e−T (L⋆−L
+
L
)φn .
(A.7)
A.2 Reordering formulas
We often need to reorder exponentials of operators. In all cases, the relevant Lie algebra is
two-dimensional, with generators x and y and commutation relation [ x, y ] = y. Algebraic
identities are most easily derived by using the explicit (adjoint) representation of x and y:
x =
(
0 1
0 1
)
, y =
(−1 1
−1 1
)
. (A.8)
As two by two matrices, x2 = x, xy = y and yx = y2 = 0. One then verifies that
eαx+βy = e
β
α
(eα−1)y eαx , when [ x, y ] = y . (A.9)
Recurrent special cases are:
e−T (L−L
+
L
) = e(1−e
−T )L+
L e−TL , x = L , y = L+L (A.10)
eT (L−L
+
R
) = e−(e
T−1)L+
R eTL , x = L , y = L+R . (A.11)
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Other identities that can be proved by similar methods are:
e−TLB+L = e
−TB+L e
−TL , (A.12)
e−T (L−L
+
L
)B+L = e
−TB+L e
−T (L−L+
L
) , (A.13)
e−TL
⋆
B+L = e
TB+L e
−TL⋆ , (A.14)
e−T (L
⋆−L+
L
)B+L = e
TB+L e
−T (L⋆−L+
L
) . (A.15)
A.3 Wedge states
The wedge states Wα, α ≥ 0, are surface states defined by their overlap with a generic Fock
state φ,
〈Wα , φ〉 ≡ 〈f−1 ◦ 2
1 + α
◦ f ◦ φ(0)〉UHP = 〈f ◦ φ(0)〉Wα . (A.16)
In the last equality we have used the definition of the surface Wα, the semi-infinite cylinder of
circumference α + 1,
Wα ≡ {z | Im z ≥ 0 , z ∼ z + α + 1 } . (A.17)
We also use the notation Cℓ for the semi-infinite cylinder of circumference ℓ,
Cℓ ≡ {z | Im z ≥ 0 , z ∼ z + ℓ } . (A.18)
Clearly Wα = Cα+1. The state W0 ≡ I coincides with the identity of the star algebra; the state
W1 = |0〉 coincides with the SL(2) vacuum. The wedge states obey the abelian algebra
Wα ∗Wβ =Wα+β . (A.19)
In the operator formalism, the wedge states can be written as
|Wα〉 = e−α2 L+ |I〉 = e−αL
+
L |I〉 . (A.20)
The derivations L+L − L+R and B+L − B+R annihilate the identity and commute with L+, hence
they annihilate all wedge states,
(L+L − L+R)Wα = (B+L − B+R)Wα = 0 . (A.21)
Other important conservation laws are
[(α + 1)L+ (α− 1)L⋆] Wα = [(α + 1)B + (α− 1)B⋆] Wα = 0 . (A.22)
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Some identities for the action of antighost operators on wedge states are:
BWα = (1− α)B+LWα , (A.23)
(B − B+L )Wα = −αB+LWα , (A.24)
B⋆Wα = (1 + α)B
+
LWα , (A.25)
(B⋆ − B+L )Wα = αB+LWα . (A.26)
Some identities for the action of Virasoro exponentials on wedge states are:
e−TLWα = We−T (α−1)+1 , (A.27)
e−TL
⋆
Wα = WeT (α+1)−1 , (A.28)
e−T (L−L
+
L
)Wα = We−Tα , (A.29)
e−T (L
⋆−L+
L
)Wα = WeTα . (A.30)
B Correlators on the cylinder
We collect here some basic formulas for correlators on Cℓ, the semi-infinite cylinder of circum-
ference ℓ defined in (A.18). See also [19]. We introduce the notation
sij ≡ sin(γrij)
γ
, γ ≡ π
ℓ
. (B.31)
The basic ghost correlator is 〈
c(r1) c(r2) c(r3)
〉
Cℓ
= s12 s13 s23 . (B.32)
From this we readily find〈
c(r1)c(r2)∂c(r3)
〉
Cℓ
= −s12
γ
sin(γ(r1 + r2 − 2r3)) , (B.33)〈
c(r1)∂cc(r2)
〉
Cℓ
= s212 . (B.34)
The operator (−B+L ) is represented in the CFT language by an insertion of B [19] defined by
B =
∫
V
dz
2πi
b(z) , (B.35)
where V is a vertical line oriented downwards. The operator B can be moved across a ghost
insertion with the help of the commutation relations
Bc(r) = 1− c(r)B , B∂cc(r) = −∂c(r) + ∂cc(r)B . (B.36)
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A B insertion at the beginning of a correlator can be processed as follows [19]:〈
B . . . . . .
〉
Cℓ
= −1
ℓ
〈∮ dz
2πi
zb(z) . . . . . .
〉
Cℓ
, (B.37)
where the contour is over the right boundary upwards and the left boundary downwards. Since
zb(z) transforms as a one-form, this contour can be deformed into a sum of small contours,
each encircling a puncture with a ghost insertion. Finally, each contour integral is evaluated
with the help of the operator product expansion,∮
dz
2πi
zb(z) c(r) = r ,
∮
dz
2πi
zb(z) ∂c(r) = 1 ,
∮
dz
2πi
zb(z) ∂cc(r) = c(r)− r∂c(r) , (B.38)
where in each case the contour is around the puncture at z = r, counterclockwise. The simplest
application of these techniques is to the correlator
〈B c(r1) c(r2) c(r3) c(r4)〉Cℓ = −
1
ℓ
(r1 s23s24s34− r2 s13s14s24+ r3 s12s14s24− r4 s12s13s23) . (B.39)
The matter correlator for n tachyon vertex operators is〈
eip1·X(r1) . . . eipn·X(rn)
〉
Cℓ
= (2π)Dδ
( n∑
i=1
pi
)∏
i<j
∣∣sij∣∣2α′pi·pj . (B.40)
For n = 4, we can write〈
eip1·X(r1) . . . eip4·X(r4)
〉
Cℓ
= (2π)Dδ
( 4∑
i=1
pi
)
· |s12|−α′(p21+p22+s)|s13|α′(s+t+p22+p24) (B.41)
·|s24|α′(s+t+p21+p23)|s23|−α′(t+p22+p23)|s14|−α′(t+p21+p24)|s34|−α′(p23+p24+s) ,
where s, t, u are the familiar Mandelstam invariants
s = −(p1 + p2)2 , t = −(p2 + p3)2 , u = −(p1 + p3)2 , s+ t+ u = −
∑
p2i . (B.42)
C Proof of the rearrangement formula
By the CBH formula, we can reorder the exponentials in (3.36) as
e−T1L e−T2L
⋆
= e−τ2L
⋆
e−τ1L , (C.43)
where the parameters τi are appropriate functions of the parameters Ti. A simple way to do
the calculation is to represent L and L⋆ in the adjoint representation, using (A.8) with L = x
and L⋆ = y − x. It is convenient to introduce the notation
t¯i ≡ e−Ti , ti ≡ e−τi , i = 1, 2 . (C.44)
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We find
ti =
t¯i
t¯1 + t¯2 − t¯1t¯2 . (C.45)
The inverse relations are
t¯1 =
t1 + t2 − 1
t2
, t¯2 =
t1 + t2 − 1
t1
. (C.46)
By another application of CBH we find
Be−τL
⋆
= e−τL
⋆ (
e−τB + (e−τ − 1)B⋆) , (C.47)
and the BPZ conjugate equation
e−τLB⋆ =
(
e−τB⋆ + (e−τ − 1)B) e−τL . (C.48)
Back in (3.36),
B
L
B⋆
L⋆
=
∫ ∞
0
dT1dT2 (1− t1 − t2) e−τ2L⋆ B⋆ B e−τ1L . (C.49)
The integration measure can be written as
dT1dT2(1− t1 − t2) = dt¯1dt¯2
t¯1t¯2
(1− t1 − t2) = −dt1dt2
t1t2
= −dτ1dτ2 . (C.50)
Here we have used the Jacobian determinant
det
∂(t¯1, t¯2)
∂(t1, t2)
=
t1 + t2 − 1
t21t
2
2
=
t¯1t¯2
(t1t2)(t1 + t2 − 1) . (C.51)
Note that in the new variables the integration region is given by
M≡ {τ1, τ2 |τ1 ≥ 0 , τ2 ≥ 0 , e−τ1 + e−τ2 ≥ 1} . (C.52)
All in all, we find the simple result
B
L
B⋆
L⋆
= −
∫
M
dτ1dτ2 B
⋆e−τ2L
⋆
B e−τ1L . (C.53)
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